Abstract: This paper proposes the author's model based on the Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process (FAHP) to improve the efficiency of contractor bidding decisions. The essence of the AHP method is to make pairwise comparisons of available options against all evaluation criteria. The results of these comparisons are recorded in a square matrix in which symmetrical elements are reciprocal. In the expert opinion, a 9-step, bipolar verbal scale was used so that the symmetry of the response was maintained. For contractors from countries where the tendering system is commonly used, the choice of the right tender in which to participate influences their image, financial condition, and their aspiration to succeed. The bid/no bid decision depends on numerous factors associated with the company itself, the environment, and the project concerning the tender. When facing tough competition, contractors search for a solution which increases their chances of winning the tender. The proposed model was based on factors selected by Polish contractors. The original element of the model involves 4 original criteria and 15 sub-criteria for the assessment of investment decision projects to the selection of the most advantageous contract, i.e., the contractor's participation in the bid. For verbal evaluations describing the criteria, symmetric triangular fuzzy numbers were assigned. The authors performed an extended analysis method combined with FAHP in the model. Fuzzy evaluations underwent elaborate analysis, the aim of which was to specify the synthetic priority weights for each criterion. As a result of the application of the method, to prove that the model works, an example from the Polish construction market was presented in which a bid/no bid decision about four possible tenders was to be taken. Despite the considered example applying to Polish conditions, the proposed model can be used also in other countries. The authors' rationale is to produce new and more flexible methodologies in order to realistically model a variety of concrete decision problems.
Introduction
Efforts to gain a construction project include making two vital decisions by the contractor. The first involves deciding whether to bid or not; the second concerns estimating the offer price as accurately as possible, especially the mark-up value that needs to be specified in the bid. An appropriate selection of tenders in which the company wishes to participate plays an important part in establishing its position in the market, and contributes to the contractor's success. Participation in tenders involving projects that do not fit the company's abilities may cause losses. On the other hand, the cancellation of a bid means losing the opportunity to profit, to establish relationships with new customers, and to expand the company's business. Yet, bidding and losing the bid causes financial loss and damages reputations. The result of the tender (a win or loss) depends on the value of the bid, especially on the mark-up it includes.
Both of the decisions are complex, dynamic, and involve many factors [1] . A bidding decision, despite its being vital for the contractor, often needs to be made quickly and within a limited timeframe. The contractor typically relies on experience, intuition, and subjective information. To facilitate the contractor's reasoning, increase the efficiency of decision making, and limit mistakes and randomness, decision support models are frequently applied.
The article presents the authors' own proposition of a model supporting bidding decisions. The model is based on the Fuzzy Analytic Hierarchy Process (FAHP), facilitating the selection of the most appropriate projects on which to bid. Unlike the classic Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP), FAHP uses fuzzy logic, which allows a more accurate evaluation of linguistic criteria. A verbal assessment model is presented in the form of a triangular membership function. The model is constructed on the basis of factors influencing a bidding decision identified in Poland. Limit values for the triangular membership function were adopted in such a way that the adopted values corresponded to the values in accordance with a scale from 1-9, as proposed by Saaty, defining the decision-maker's preferences by means of relative assessments of the validity of sub-criteria and variants. The authors of the article distinguished four main evaluation criteria: Company capabilities, Investment characteristics, Financial conditions, and Tender characteristics; these were divided into sub-criteria. In total, 15 project evaluation sub-criteria were obtained. The main aim of this article is to create a decision support model to join the bidding and selection of the best tender from the point of view of the contractor. In order to explain the procedure in the model, a simple calculation example is also shown.
Decision Making Processes in Construction Management
Decisions taken during the planning and preparation of a development project have a crucial impact on its profitability [2] . The models proposed so far proved to be helpful for the participants of the construction process, i.e., the investors [3, 4] and contractors [5] [6] [7] . Decisions concerning such problems in most cases belong to multi-criteria issues; therefore, solutions to these issues typically involve various multi-criteria decision making methods. Table 1 summarizes the multi-criteria methods previously used to support decisions concerning the management of a construction project at the pre-investment stage. Table 1 . A summary of example methods used to support decision-making in construction management.
Method Name Aim of Analysis Number of Criterion Used Source
Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) + PROMETHEE subcontractor selection for main contractor 13 [8] Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) subcontractor selection at short-listing stage 5-6 selected depending on the specific tender [9] Fuzzy AHP; The method of entropy; Method of criterion impact loss (CILOS); Integrated Determination of Objective CRIteria Weights (IDOCRIW) method; The SAW method; The TOPSIS method; The COPRAS method comparing quality assurance in different contractor contracts
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The EDAS method comparing quality assurance in different contractor contracts 7 [11] hybrid MCDM model of discrete zero-sum two-person matrix games with grey numbers delays in Design-Bid-Build projects 8 [12] Table 1 reveals that the use of multi-criteria methods in the decision-making processes of business management most frequently concerns the issue of the comparison of quality assurance in various contractor contracts. They include the following methods: fuzzy AHP, entropy, criterion impact loss, SAW, and TOPSIS. Frequently, a multi-criteria analysis is used to support the process of selecting contractors or subcontractors for construction works. The methods used for this purpose encompass AHP, PROMETHEE, Data Envelopment Analysis, ELECTRE, VIKOR, Grey Relational Analysis, and Weighted Aggregated Sum Product Assessment with Grey Values. The study in [15] proposes a hybrid method based on the Weighted Sum Model (WSM) and the Weighted Product Model (WPM). Most of the methods mentioned here are well-known; moreover, as shown by researchers, they may be applied, rendering very good results. Their advantage is that the criteria applied are easy to assess and are understandable for the potential decision maker. What is more, if complex calculations are necessary, their automation is possible. It is worth paying attention to the number of criteria, ranging from 5 to 20 (Table 1) , used in analyses. The models mentioned are also applied to bid/no bid decision making processes. There were several early endeavors to develop a model facilitating bidding decisions, one of which was performed by Ahmad [16] , who employed the weight model. In the following years, a number of models based on various mathematical devices were created.
One of the more recent models is found in the study by El-Mashaleh [17] presenting a data envelopment analysis (DEA), namely, an efficient non-parametric linear programming method which is applied to benchmarking procedures and selection decision making. DEA uses the contractor's database containing information about previous bidding decisions to create a "best-practice frontier" determined by favorable bidding opportunities. Consequently, the frontier allows us to evaluate new bidding options more efficiently, and to reach a more advantageous bid/no bid decision.
On the other hand, [18] presents an ANFIS model based on a MATLAB software program for processing a set of input data in the way that the human reasoning operates, namely, through neural network learning and fuzzy logic. The results of the analysis proved to be statistically significant.
The study in [19] describes improvements on the existing bid decision-making methods by means of the application of support vector machines and backward elimination regression. In particular, the method helps to attain a parsimonious support vector machine classifier facilitating bid/no bid decision making in offshore oil and gas platform fabrication projects. Then, the output of the support vector machine classifier is compared with other classifiers: the worth evaluation model, linear regression, and neural networks. What the study reveals is the significantly more efficient performance of the support vector machine classifier in comparison with the other methods, thus proving its great explanatory predictive power for bid/no bid decision making. What is more, once the insignificant input variables are removed, the generalization performance of the support vector machines increases. Other attempts to develop an efficient model of bid/no bid decision making include, for example, the fuzzy set theory [20, 21] , analytic hierarchy process [22, 23] , game theory [24] , multi-criteria analysis methods [25] , and artificial neural network [26, 27] .
In many models, the selection and evaluation of factors influencing the bid/no bid decision occurs prior to the decision making itself, as presented in numerous studies performed in various countries and on a number of markets. Early research concerned the American market in 1988 [28] , in which 31 factors were specified. While some of them were found to be very important at the mark-up decision stage but not at the bid/no bid decision stage, other factors proved to be significant at both stages. Another study conducted in Saudi Arabia [29] enumerates 37 factors influencing bid/no bid decisions, as identified by the contractors operating in this market. Research conducted in Great Britain [1] helped to establish 55 potential factors influencing contractors' bidding decisions. Considerably fewer were found by Wanous et al. [27] , whose formal questionnaire revealed 38 factors that affect the bid/no bid decision, ranked in accordance of their importance to Syrian contractors. On the other hand, the study performed in Saudi Arabia [30] established as many as 87 potential factors, ranked on the basis of 91 responses to the questionnaire. Similar studies, closely resembling those presented in the aforementioned articles, were performed in Palestine [31] and Australia [32] . One of the most recent studies was completed in Poland [33] . The authors proposed 15 factors, being a selection of the factors proposed in literature, and asked 61 contractors to evaluate them. In this way, a ranking list of these factors in order of their importance and frequency of their appearance in the Polish market was created.
Bageis and Fortune [30] found considerable correlations among a number of studies, since the top positions in various rankings were occupied by similar factors. They were not identical, though, as the specifics of the construction markets differ from country to country, so certain factors appeared to be significant in some regions but not in others. The implication is, therefore, that factors influencing bid/no bid decisions are conditioned by the particulars of the environment and the market in which the contractor works.
The authors proposed the Fuzzy AHP method to solve the problem of supporting contractors' bidding decisions. Although (as shown above) the classical AHP method, like other multicriteria methods, has already been used by other researchers and presented in the literature, it is difficult to find examples of using Fuzzy AHP to solve the problem of bidding decisions. The authors of the present paper introduced 15 criteria identified by Polish contractors, the number of which does not substantially exceed the size of the set of criteria proposed in multicriteria methods ( Table 1 ). The proposed Fuzzy AHP method provides the expert with the possibility of independently performing evaluations of the opinions of other experts. It allows him/her to freely shape opinions without setting any sharp values. In the decision-making process, objective or subjective opinions or information, both quantitative and qualitative, play a very important role, and with the help of AHP, they can be easily assessed. Any amount of information characterizing the main purpose can be mentioned or even structured in this method. The use of the Fuzzy AHP method improves the way experts deliver opinions, without limiting them to one specific wording or parameter. It therefore increases the possibilities of the application of this method and the flexibility of the solutions obtained thereby.
Bidding Decision Support Systems Based on Fuzzy AHP-Methodology
The Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP), developed by Saaty [34] , is a method supporting the decision making process. Its aim is to quantify the relative priorities for a particular set of alternatives on a ratio scale on the basis of the decision maker's judgement. The model emphasizes the importance of the decision maker's intuitive judgements, and the consistency with which alternatives are compared in the decision making process [34] . The AHP is combined with other methods or techniques, such as mathematical programming, data envelopment analysis, fuzzy theory, and meta-heuristics [35] .
According to bid decisions, most decision makers tend to rely on their knowledge and personal experience, which lead to highly unstructured and uncertain decisions. Although the aim of the AHP is to capture the decision maker's knowledge, the traditional AHP cannot fully reflect the human way of thinking. In the literature, the fuzzy AHP approach is widely used to deal with this inconvenience. The Fuzzy AHP (namely, FAHP) model is based on fuzzy sets theory, in which the membership of the given element is determined by the membership function. Fuzzy decision variable values are described by a membership function which is between zero and one. The membership function defines the degree of truth, that is, the fuzzy decision variable may range between completely true and completely false. This approach is more appropriate when the linguistic variables used are common in the decision process, such as expert judgment. Membership functions may assume various forms: trapezoid, Gaussian, or triangular. The method described below involves triangular membership functions, as described in Chang's study [36] .
Due to the mentioned characteristics of AHP and fuzzy AHP, these methods are widely used in issues related to decision making regarding various aspects of construction management. AHP and fuzzy AHP were applied, for example, to the ranking and selection of alternatives in construction project management [37] , construction projects selection and risk assessment [38] , performance evaluation of territorial units [39] , and the development of an integrated discounting strategy based on vendors' expectations [40] .
In the FAHP method, objects (that is, criteria and alternatives) are evaluated by triangular fuzzy values (TFN). The values of the TFN membership function are µ M (x) : R → [0, 1] , so they generalize the classic Boolean logic. Each triangular fuzzy set is defined unambiguously by three parameters, namely, by triangular fuzzy values (l, m, u) which denote the beginning, middle, and end of the fuzzy triangle, respectively. The value of the membership function µ M of triangular fuzzy values M in the set R can be specified by the following dependency:
in other cases
The function is depicted in Figure 1 . Due to the mentioned characteristics of AHP and fuzzy AHP, these methods are widely used in issues related to decision making regarding various aspects of construction management. AHP and fuzzy AHP were applied, for example, to the ranking and selection of alternatives in construction project management [37] , construction projects selection and risk assessment [38] , performance evaluation of territorial units [39] , and the development of an integrated discounting strategy based on vendors' expectations [40] .
In the FAHP method, objects (that is, criteria and alternatives) are evaluated by triangular fuzzy values (TFN). The values of the TFN membership function are ( ): → [0, 1], so they generalize the classic Boolean logic. Each triangular fuzzy set is defined unambiguously by three parameters, namely, by triangular fuzzy values (l, m, u) which denote the beginning, middle, and end of the fuzzy triangle, respectively. The value of the membership function of triangular fuzzy values M in the set R can be specified by the following dependency:
0, in other cases
The function is depicted in Figure 1 . If l = m = u, then it is a conventional crisp value, as in the classic AHP. Table 2 presents example TFN values. In the following part of the article, this scheme was applied to case study calculations. As in the classic AHP method, the analysis should begin by designating a criteria priority matrix and alternatives preference matrix for each criterion. In the fuzzy AHP, this step involves TFN. Fuzzy evaluations undergo an extent analysis, the aim of which is to specify the synthetic priority weights. The analysis consists of the following four steps. If l = m = u, then it is a conventional crisp value, as in the classic AHP. Table 2 presents example TFN values. In the following part of the article, this scheme was applied to case study calculations. As in the classic AHP method, the analysis should begin by designating a criteria priority matrix and alternatives preference matrix for each criterion. In the fuzzy AHP, this step involves TFN.
Fuzzy evaluations undergo an extent analysis, the aim of which is to specify the synthetic priority weights. The analysis consists of the following four steps.
Let X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n } be a set of objects and U = {u 1 , u 2 , . . . , u m } a set of aims. According to this method, each objects has to undergo an extent analysis for each aim of the problem. As a result of such extent analysis, m values for each object will be obtained, which will be represented as follows:
where all M j g i for j = 1, 2, . . . , m are triangular fuzzy values.
Step 1: Computation of synthetic fuzzy values for each object of the analysis.
are the extent analysis values of the i-th object for an m-th aim, then the synthetic fuzzy value can be defined as:
Since the FAHP uses three values for the evaluation of a particular criterion, it is necessary to define the arithmetic operations involving these values.
If one assumes two TFNs, M 1 = (l 1 , m 1 , u 1 ) and M 2 = (l 2 , m 2 , u 2 ), then the operations are as follows:
Step 2: Comparison of the degree of possibility that M 2 ≥ M 1 .
Another step in the FAHP analysis following the specification of synthetic fuzzy values involves computing the priority vector. To do so, each fuzzy set represented by a synthetic fuzzy value has to be compared with each other. The comparison of two TFNs, M 1 = (l 1 , m 1 , u 1 ) and M 2 = (l 2 , m 2 , u 2 ), allows to compute the degree of possibility that M 1 ≥ M 2 and the degree of possibility that M 2 ≥ M 1 . The degree of possibility V(M 2 ≥ M 1 ) is expressed by:
, otherwise (7) where d is the ordinate of the highest intersection point D between two convex membership functions
Step 3: Computation of the smallest degree of possibility M 2 ≥ M 1 .
To compare all the possible fuzzy values M i = (1, 2, . . . , k), one needs to specify the minimum:
Step four involves calculating the priority weight vector for variants. Let us assume that:
The weight vector for variants is represented as:
To calculate the priority weight vector for individual variants, one needs to normalize vector W , which gives vector W:
where W is a vector of crisp numbers. This procedure of computing normalized priority weights should be applied to the evaluation of particular alternatives of each criterion (alternatives preference matrices). The particular steps of the FAHP and the steps of the procedure of calculating weight vectors are presented in Figure 2 (based on [37] ). The final ranking can be obtained by a sum of products of particular criteria weights and weights of particular alternatives, as in the AHP method. where W is a vector of crisp numbers. This procedure of computing normalized priority weights should be applied to the evaluation of particular alternatives of each criterion (alternatives preference matrices). The particular steps of the FAHP and the steps of the procedure of calculating weight vectors are presented in Figure 2 (based on [37] ). The final ranking can be obtained by a sum of products of particular criteria weights and weights of particular alternatives, as in the AHP method. An essential step in both the AHP and FAHP methodologies is checking the consistency ratio of the pairwise comparison matrix. In the classical approach, the consistency ratio (CR) is estimated on a consistency index (CI) of the comparison matrix and a random-like matrix (RI), which simulates highly inconsistent judgments in the comparison stage. Saaty [34] has shown that a CR of 0.10 or less is acceptable to continue the AHP analysis. In FAHP, the consistency ratio procedure is preceded by defuzzifying the pairwise comparison matrix. In the presented approach, the graded mean integration approach is utilized. It is assumed that TFN M = (l, m, u) is transformed into a crisp number by formula:
After the defuzzification of each pairwise comparison matrix, the Saaty's consistency is applied.
Project Selection for Bidding-Model Application
The FAHP method presented above was applied to the selection of the most advantageous contract, which indicates the contractor's participation in the bid. As previous research have observed, the evaluation of any complex object by human beings grows in complexity as they try to describe the object precisely, to the point where the evaluation becomes imprecise. Moreover, in [42] , An essential step in both the AHP and FAHP methodologies is checking the consistency ratio of the pairwise comparison matrix. In the classical approach, the consistency ratio (CR) is estimated on a consistency index (CI) of the comparison matrix and a random-like matrix (RI), which simulates highly inconsistent judgments in the comparison stage. Saaty [34] has shown that a CR of 0.10 or less is acceptable to continue the AHP analysis. In FAHP, the consistency ratio procedure is preceded by defuzzifying the pairwise comparison matrix. In the presented approach, the graded mean integration approach is utilized. It is assumed that TFN M = (l, m, u) is transformed into a crisp number by formula:
The FAHP method presented above was applied to the selection of the most advantageous contract, which indicates the contractor's participation in the bid. As previous research have observed, the evaluation of any complex object by human beings grows in complexity as they try to describe the object precisely, to the point where the evaluation becomes imprecise. Moreover, in [42] , the authors revealed that a one-stage decision problem structure with multiple criteria may lead to the elimination of less significant criteria when the FAHP is used. Therefore, the decision problem was constructed as a two-stage one; criteria were classified into main criteria with sets of sub-criteria assigned to them. Due to such division, the evaluation of particular ventures was easier for the experts.
The FAHP model was proposed only for contractors because they decide about participating in the tender and performing actions aimed at the preparation of the offer without being sure of winning. The authors do not consider the result of the tender in the model, nor the way it is organized, but only participation in it. The model serves to support solely the contractor's decisions about choosing the most suitable tender to join from a number of various projects. Opinions of other participants do not affect the decision.
The example considered concerns Polish conditions, where the tender procedure is the most popular system for awarding construction works contracts. In 2014-2017, the tender was used in over 80% of all contracts awarded for construction work in the Polish public sector [43] . The interest of contractors in tenders for construction works is considerable, which is proven by the fact that, according to the Public Procurement Bulletin [43] , for 45% of tenders announced in 2017, three or more offers were submitted. Polish contractors are often faced with the choice of which tender to participate and engage resources in before preparing the offer. Therefore, research was undertaken among Polish contractors regarding the factors influencing the decision to participate in the tender, which were presented in [44] .
Polish contractors (61 out of 160) responded to the questionnaire, which made up 38%. Among the respondents, 38% of companies signed more than 75% of contracts resulting from bidding, while 19% of respondents signed no more than 25%. They were asked to specify the degree of importance of the 15 proposed factors, marking them on a 1-7 scale, where 1 was the factor with no influence on the decision and 7 was the one with the greatest significance in decision making. For each factor, an average score was established. On the basis of these data, 15 factors were selected which were then grouped into four main criteria, i.e., C1 (Company's capabilities), C2 (Investment characteristics), C3 (Financial conditions), and C4 (Tender characteristics) influencing the bidding decision. Subsequently, sets with sub-criteria were assigned to the main ones. Table 3 presents factor groups (criteria) deciding about the selection of a project and their average evaluations.
The contractor is considering a participation in one of the four potential tenders. Each of them concerns a different project: P1, P2, P3 and P4. Figure 3 presents the hierarchical structure of the model in which "Project selection for bidding" serves as the target hierarchy at the highest level, the influence factors function as criteria hierarchy at the intermediate levels, and alternatives constitute an alternatives hierarchy at the lowest level.
The projects P1, P2, P3 and P4 were evaluated by two experts-employees of one of the Polish construction companies invited to participate in these studies. The experts were the manager and the deputy head of the tender preparation department, whose professional experience amounted to more than 15 years. They were obliged by the company to make a decision about participating in one of 4 tenders (respectively for project: P1, P2, P3 and P4). The evaluation of the projects was made during the meeting of experts and the co-authors of the paper. The evaluation of the four projects in accordance with the sub-criteria adopted (on a 1-7 scale) is presented in Table 4 . model in which "Project selection for bidding" serves as the target hierarchy at the highest level, the influence factors function as criteria hierarchy at the intermediate levels, and alternatives constitute an alternatives hierarchy at the lowest level. The projects P1, P2, P3 and P4 were evaluated by two experts-employees of one of the Polish construction companies invited to participate in these studies. The experts were the manager and the deputy head of the tender preparation department, whose professional experience amounted to more than 15 years. They were obliged by the company to make a decision about participating in one of 4 tenders (respectively for project: P1, P2, P3 and P4). The evaluation of the projects was made during the meeting of experts and the co-authors of the paper. The evaluation of the four projects in accordance with the sub-criteria adopted (on a 1-7 scale) is presented in Table 4 . Since the judgment scale in the FAHP involves nine relative ranks, each evaluation presented in the research was transformed into the respective FAHP ranks. For this purpose, a simple method was utilized. To determine the relative rank of i-th and j-th objects, the difference between the obtained evaluation was counted. Afterward, a new threshold is computed, based on the range between absolute judgment obtained in the research and on a number of FAHP ranks. In the next step, in comparing object i-th and object j-th, the absolute value of the difference is used to directly search for the appropriate Saaty rank (the absolute value of the difference is compared with the newly-evaluated threshold).
While computing all the steps of the FAHP, one can obtain synthetic values of fuzzy triangles for the evaluation of the decision problem objects. Figure 4 illustrates an example of such an evaluation with synthetic TFN values for the main criteria (the consistency ratio for given example equals CR = 0.0043, which proves the consistency of comparison judgments). Since the judgment scale in the FAHP involves nine relative ranks, each evaluation presented in the research was transformed into the respective FAHP ranks. For this purpose, a simple method was utilized. To determine the relative rank of i-th and j-th objects, the difference between the obtained evaluation was counted. Afterward, a new threshold is computed, based on the range between absolute judgment obtained in the research and on a number of FAHP ranks. In the next step, in comparing object i-th and object j-th, the absolute value of the difference is used to directly search for the appropriate Saaty rank (the absolute value of the difference is compared with the newlyevaluated threshold).
While computing all the steps of the FAHP, one can obtain synthetic values of fuzzy triangles for the evaluation of the decision problem objects. Figure 4 illustrates an example of such an evaluation with synthetic TFN values for the main criteria (the consistency ratio for given example equals CR = 0.0043, which proves the consistency of comparison judgments). The characteristic feature of the FAHP analysis is the capability to obtain sets of fuzzy values of individual objects which are then analysed by TFN. This feature is similar to human reasoning.
Criterion C3: Financial condition received the experts' highest rating (5, 35) , so the synthetic TFN are the highest. The triangle in Figure 4 is the widest and the most right-oriented. This result is highly reliable. In addition, it shares a part with TFN for criterion C1 (company's capabilities) and C2 (Investment characteristics), which indicates a degree of superiority of one criterion over the other. A greater common set indicates a greater criteria equivalence. The lack of a set in common means large dominance of one over the other, as in the case of criterion C3 (financial conditions) and C4 (tender characteristics). Table 5 presents the results obtained by the FAHP method-normalized priority weight vectors The characteristic feature of the FAHP analysis is the capability to obtain sets of fuzzy values of individual objects which are then analysed by TFN. This feature is similar to human reasoning.
Criterion C3: Financial condition received the experts' highest rating (5, 35) , so the synthetic TFN are the highest. The triangle in Figure 4 is the widest and the most right-oriented. This result is highly reliable. In addition, it shares a part with TFN for criterion C1 (company's capabilities) and C2 (Investment characteristics), which indicates a degree of superiority of one criterion over the other. A greater common set indicates a greater criteria equivalence. The lack of a set in common means large dominance of one over the other, as in the case of criterion C3 (financial conditions) and C4 (tender characteristics). Table 5 presents the results obtained by the FAHP method-normalized priority weight vectors for each individual project. The most advantageous venture, as the method proved, is P3, which received the highest priority weight, i.e., 0.4707. Interestingly enough, the fourth criterion C4 (tender characteristics), which involved such factors as bid preparation time and the client's selection criteria, was not considered to be important by the decision makers. It is likely that the contractor's experience makes it possible to prepare a bid on time, as required by the client, or the preparation time is sufficient in practice.
The basic tool in the selection of the most advantageous offer for construction work in Poland is the accepted criteria for the evaluation of offers. Usually, the procuring entities do not apply more than 3 criteria, of which the most important weight is always assigned to the price criterion when evaluating the best offer [43] . Therefore, the type of the criteria used are not as vital from the point of view of the contractor. Additionally, FAHP eliminated some sub-criteria, namely: C1_3: location of the project, C2_4: degree of works complexity, C3_3: profits from similar past projects and C4_1: time for the preparation of the bid. The normalized priority weights for these sub-criteria equal zero. Each of the eliminated sub-criteria belongs to a different main criteria group. The location of the project (C1_3) and the degree of work's complexity (C2_4) are vital for the calculation of the investment costs, yet, they are irrelevant for the analysed bid/no bid decision case. Profits from similar past projects (C3_3) is the factor which, in surveys mentioned above [14] , was placed 9th out of 15. Thus, it was not rated as particularly vital, and in the case under consideration, as rather immaterial too, which proves how individual and unique in character each construction project is.
Conclusions
Tendering is an obligatory and basic process (though not the only one) on the construction market in the Polish public sector. In 2017, the majority of construction orders resulted from bids, (according to the Public Procurement Bulletin [42] , 86% of orders). This way of acquiring contractors is also used by clients representing the private sector, who themselves decide on the form of awarding contracts.
A tender has many advantages, as it is the most competitive process, while its procedure is not complicated. Polish contractors identified 15 factors influencing their bidding decisions. These factors were grouped into main criteria, with each group consisting of sets with sub-criteria. On this basis, a model was proposed, the aim of which was to facilitate the choice of a tender appropriate for the company. To construct the model, the Fuzzy AHP method was used. To prove that the model works, an example was presented in which a bid/no bid decision about four possible tenders was to be taken. As a result of the application of the method, the P3 project was shown to be the one with the highest priority weight (0.4707). It is noteworthy that, according to experts, the modelling performance proved that the most significant element of evaluation was the criterion concerning the financial conditions of the project under tender, while the least vital one was the specifications of the tender itself, namely, the time of bid preparation and the criteria of bid selection. The model proposed here is assumed to be universal, and may be applied to facilitate contractor bidding decisions not only on the Polish market. However, the type and influence of the factors on bidding decisions should be related to the environment in which the contractor works. In further studies, the authors plan to focus on further objectivization of the selected criteria for assessing the problem under investigation, as well as their validity. Attempts will also be made to analyze the flexibility of the final decision, by using sensitivity analyses, and measuring the consistency of assessments made by the decision-maker.
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